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Abstract

Recent experience has shown that new-generation 7xxx-series alloys, that have a high Zn content and Zn/Mg ratios, have a greater susceptibility to Hydrogen-Environmental Induced Cracking (H-EIC) on exposure to humid air than more established materials, like AA7050. In this study we report new evidence of the EIC initiation and crack growth behaviour of two new generation alloys, AA7085 and AA7449, when exposed to 50% humidity. In-situ, time lapse, optical imaging over large areas has enabled the exact initiation sites to be identified and investigated with high-resolution fractographic studies, providing evidence for the sequence and mechanisms of initiation and transition to sustained cracking. A consistent behaviour was observed for both alloys. This has revealed that only minute-scale corrosion reactions, involving highly localised condensed water, are necessary for initiation. The preferred initiation sites are metal ligaments between surface-connected pore-clusters and/or intermetallic particles that are subjected to high stress concentration and undergo mechanical damage with associated higher levels of local oxidation. The growth of short proto-cracks from these sites is a distinct stage and displays intermittent arrest markings evidenced by localised corrosion. In contrast, in humid air environments, long cracks in these alloys exhibited relatively constant, higher velocity, with extremely limited corrosion commensurate with oxidation of a free surface in this environment resulting in ~5 nm oxide layer.

1.0 Introduction

Al-Zn-Mg-Cu 7xxx series aluminium alloys have been of commercial interest since the 1940's, due to the benefits they offer to the transport sector as lightweight materials with high specific strength and good damage tolerance [1]. More recently, a newer generation of higher Zn-content alloys with lower quench sensitivity has been developed, targeting the aerospace sector for applications in thicker sections [2]. There is also interest in the development of even greater Zn content alloys, potentially providing higher strength materials [3]. However, significant challenges remain related to the environment-induced cracking (EIC) performance of these materials, which can be poor in a range of environments from immersed saline conditions to distilled water, as well as with humid air exposure [2, 4, 5, 6, 7]. For example, their behaviour in humid air is currently of particular concern to the aerospace industry as has been highlight by a 2018 EASA safety bulletin [8].

In general terms, the EIC susceptibility of 7xxx alloys is associated with reactivity between water and the grain boundary microstructure under stress, which initiates and sustains crack propagation. Reactions between the environment and the grain boundary phases results in the absorption of protonic hydrogen (H) into the metal. Under a tensile load, this can lead to intergranular cracking caused by hydrogen embrittlement. The Mg containing (Mg(Zn,Al,Cu)2) η-phase, which precipitates copiously on grain boundaries in 7xxx alloys (GBs) with a high area coverage, can anodically dissolve - if fully immersed - or react with water vapour, or thin surface adsorbed water layers [9], and is thought to be the main reactant in this process. Many metallurgical factors are known to affect the EIC performance of 7xxx alloys which are related to their bulk alloy composition and thermomechanical history, including; the composition and distribution of the grain boundary precipitates (GBPs) and
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constituent phases, the presence of other reactive phase (e.g. $\tau$ and Mg$_2$Si), the grain structure and level of recrystallization, the matrix solute content and grain boundary segregation [10]. In particular, T7 over-aged tempers with two or more stages are preferred as they increase the Cu content and coarsen the distribution and spacing of the $\eta$-GBP populations. However, in thicker plate materials the $\eta$-phase GBP populations are complicated by the low cooling rates which typically leads to two distinct families of precipitates; i) a coarser distribution of large- thin precipitates, up to 1 $\mu$m in length, that nucleate during quenching from solution treatment (Q-GBPs), grow on the GB planes with a complex branched morphology, and are richer in Al and Cu and lower in Zn, (as well as varying heterogeneously through a section thickness with the local cooling rate) and ii) a much finer distribution of $\sim$ 50 nm scale ellipsoidal precipitates, which form at a lower temperatures on aging (A-GBPs) and are lower in Al and Cu and higher in Zn content [11].

A general understanding of EIC propagation in aluminium alloys in humid air is relatively mature, in terms of the factors that influence the crack growth rates and cracking mode; i.e. intergranular or transgranular [5, 6, 12]. There is a general consensus that for intergranular EIC of 7xxx alloys hydrogen-enhanced decohesion is the primary mechanism of crack growth [5, 6, 12, 13, 14], although the hydrogen enhanced local plasticity (HELP) [15, 16] and GB Hydrides [5, 10] are still deemed viable mechanisms that may contribute as changes to the alloy composition, temper, and exposure to different environments and different stress levels/states potentially present a wide spectrum of mechanisms that can be operative [17]. Caution is therefore required when attributing a single mechanism to a specific material. In addition, many aspects of the microstructural-stress-environmental interactions are still not well-understood. For example, the composition of the grain boundary precipitates is clearly important in determining their reactivity [18, 19, 20] and the ability to produce and adsorb hydrogen to sustain crack propagation [21, 22]. However, the GBP size, spacing, area coverage, and precipitate-free zone (PFZ) zone width as well as other factors have also been correlated with EIC performance of 7xxx series alloys (e.g. [10]). The grain structure (e.g. size, shape and aspect ratio) as well as second phase H trap sites also play a role [23, 24]. The composition, structure, and the nature of interface with the matrix of the GBPs can further affect their susceptibility to interfacial segregation of H and their decohesion behaviour, with recent atomistic modelling suggesting that H can reduce the $\eta$ GBP-matrix interface cohesive strength more dramatically than that of the Al grain boundaries themselves, with and without GB segregation present [25, 26].

In reality, most of these microstructural factors are inter-connected and cannot be simply studied independently [10]. For example, over-ageing will increase the Cu content of the GB precipitates, but will also increase their size and spacing. Other effects, such as the dual populations of ageing and quench-induced precipitates [11, 18], further complicate isolating the most significant microstructural influence on performance. Overall, though, brittle intergranular cracking that follows high angle boundaries decorated with $\eta$ precipitates (sometimes reported with a preference for recrystallized grain boundaries [27]) is the most important cited pathway for EIC in 7xxx alloys.

In contrast to long crack growth, initiation of EIC is less well understood, particularly in 7xxx series alloys. As defined by R H Jones [28] and R W Staehle [29] and later elaborated upon specifically for aluminium alloys [30], initiation consists of three mechanistically distinct stages before transition occurs to sustained crack propagation: i) precursor, ii) incubation and iii) proto-cracks. The incubation stage is where, on exposure to stress and the environment, precursor features (including primarily surface defects, such as scratches, or microstructural features such as surface breaking pores and particles) with sufficient time develop to meet the conditions where cracking can first occur. Many contributing, sequentially-linked, processes may take place before the conditions for cracking are attained. Principal among the requirements is the creation of a stress concentrating feature [31, 32]
which if not already existing (e.g. as scratches or gas pores), can be created through corrosion, creep, or other time dependent processes. The creation of modified local environments within stress-concentrating features can lead to the generation of high local concentrations of H, until all the critical ingredients essential for cracking are achieved - so that EIC can nucleate and form proto-cracks. These proto-cracks frequently remain undetected due to the limited temporal and spatial resolution of in-situ characterisation techniques and only once the cracks have grown into the short, or long crack, regime are they normally experimentally observed and measured.

Environmentally-driven chemical and/or electrochemical reactions within the restricted geometries generated during the pre-cursor, incubation and proto-crack stages of EIC initiation can also generate modified localized environment conditions [33, 34]. These localized environments can significantly increase the hydrogen fugacity by enhancing the corrosion reactions, where a locally concentrated stress can also assist the reactions, generating more H\(^+\) that can be absorbed at a greater rate into the material [35, 36, 37]. In turn, the stress concentration developed by the feature will further affect the transport and accumulation of H\(^+\) along grain boundaries to triaxially stressed regions that will become the proto-crack tip, once a threshold for cracking is achieved. The specific microstructure features and damage mechanisms that provide a pathway for proto-crack formation are thus important in understanding the crack initiation of 7xxx alloys [38, 39].

The focus of this study is thus to explore the initiation stage of EIC in new-generation 7xxx alloys in more detail, by exploiting a new in-situ optical monitoring approach, combined with a range of novel electron microscopy techniques, to obtain high resolution data precisely correlated to the different steps of crack development. This approach has allowed the stages of initiation to be unambiguously identified, along with the microstructural details of the initiation sites, which has shed new light on the mechanisms involved in the transition from precursor sites to sustained propagation of EIC cracks in these materials.

**Experimental method**

2.1 Materials and Sample Preparation

Two high Zn content new-gen alloys, AA7449 and AA7085, were commercially sourced in a T7651 temper condition as 95 mm and 140 mm thick hot-rolled plates, respectively. The bulk alloy compositions are provided in Table 1. The average grain sizes (area) determined by EBSD for AA7085 and AA7449 at this position in the L-ST plane were similar, ~ 5000 µm\(^2\), with grain aspect ratios of 4.5 and 5, respectively [40]. The grain structures were predominantly fibrous with grains aligned in the rolling direction and contained ~16%, irregular shaped, recrystallized grains. Both alloys contained clusters of insoluble constituent particles distributed in bands, which were larger and predominantly Al\(_7\)Cu\(_2\)Fe in AA7449, along with a low volume fraction of Mg\(_2\)Si [11], whereas AA7085 had only a lower volume fraction Al\(_7\)Cu\(_2\)Fe.

60 x 15 mm wide, four-point bend (4PB) test samples were machined from the plates with their long axis aligned in the short transverse (ST) direction and their width in the rolling (L) direction. The samples were machined such that the middle position along their length (ST direction) was aligned at the T/4 plate position for AA7085 and the T/3 plate position for the less thick AA7449 plate, and after grinding and polishing the specimens were ~ 3.2 mm thick. A water-free final polishing was performed using isopropyl alcohol lubricant, with a sequence of 6, 3, 1 and ¼ micron polishing compounds, to prevent any corrosion prior to exposure to the test environment (more details can be found in the SI of [41]). The samples were thoroughly cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with isopropyl alcohol and warm-
air dried. Preparation of the samples was performed immediately prior to testing to limit exposure to the laboratory-air environment.

Table 1: Bulk alloy compositions from batch release certificates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy-temper</th>
<th>Plate gauge</th>
<th>Al (wt.%)</th>
<th>Zn (wt.%)</th>
<th>Mg (wt.%)</th>
<th>Cu (wt.%)</th>
<th>Fe (wt.%)</th>
<th>Si (wt.%)</th>
<th>Zr (wt.%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA7449-T7651</td>
<td>95 mm</td>
<td>Bal.</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA7085-T7651</td>
<td>145 mm</td>
<td>Bal.</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Optically Monitored Four Point Bend Testing

Full details of the in-situ optical monitored 4-point bend (4PB) test procedure can be found in Ref. [42]. In brief, the samples were loaded in a stainless steel 4PB rig, using ceramic alumina rollers, with the displacement controlled to give a static surface tensile stress (at point of loading) of 75% or 85% of the yield stress at the start of the tests. The displacement was measured with a digital height gauge calibrated against strain gauge measurements. It should be noted that the maximum tensile surface stress for AA7449 at 75% yield (~390 MPa) was equivalent to that for AA7085 at 85% yield, owing to its higher strength. The yield stresses measured for each alloy at the test temperature of 70 °C were 520 MPa and 455 MPa for AA7449 and AA7085, respectively. 4 tests were conducted for each material/condition and analysed with multiples cracks and initiation sites investigated per sample.

After surface preparation and loading in the bend rig the specimens were immediately placed in a dry pre-heated Memmert™ humidity chamber for half an hour to thermally equilibrate before the humidity was slowly increased. All the tests were conducted at 70 °C and 50% relative humidity (RH). These conditions were chosen to remain in within the envelope of conditions that can be experienced in-service within an aircraft wing but at the top end so that the test is accelerated compared to lower temperatures. 50% RH was chosen to avoid the dew point and again within the in-service envelope of conditions. The test samples were continuously monitored in-situ using a custom, automated, optical, stage-motion system, designed to operate inside the humidity chamber, full details of which can be found in Ref. [42]. This system produced an optical map of high resolution (~1 µm) stitched images covering the full 15 mm width and the 25 mm length of the sample between the inner rollers of the 4PB test, with a frequency of 240 minutes per scan. The samples were monitored continuously until sample movement prevented this, typically samples were left a day or so after this leading to complete fracture of the samples. On failure, the samples were removed from the environment as quickly as possible and placed under vacuum until further analysis. A global-digital image correlation (DIC) technique [43, 44] was used to automate crack detection in the image maps, by exploiting the contrast from the coarse, second-phase, particles present in the images. This procedure provided large crack ID and crack length vs. time data sets, which are discussed more fully in ref. [42].

From this crack growth data the incubation time was determined by the point of first measurable increase in crack length. The length of transition from short to long cracks was estimated by fitting a straight line to the near-constant velocity long crack portion of the crack length vs. time data and an exponential curve to the remaining short crack data. The transition length was then defined as the last data point to be fitted by the exponential curve. The error in these values was estimated by halving the difference between the transition point length and the length of the preceding data point.

Another set of exposed samples was produced from cryogenically fractured (77 K) Charpy test samples, for surface oxidation analysis. As shown previously, the cold impact fracture was
intergranular-ductile [11] and exposed GB planes decorated with quench induced GBP’s (Q-GBP’s) and ageing induced GBP’s (A-GBP’s). The fracture surfaces where then placed in a humidity cabinet under the same conditions as the 4PB samples (i.e. 50% RH, 70 °C) for a similar test period of two weeks, with care taken to avoid any condensation by ramping up the temperature before increasing the humidity. These fracture surfaces were compared to those created by EIC.

2.3 Electron Microscopy Characterization

Secondary electron (SE) and (BSE) images of the fracture surfaces were taken with either a Tescan MIRA3 field emission gun (FEG) SEM at 5 kV (multiscale fractography) or at higher resolution with a Zeiss Merlin FEG-SEM operated at a low accelerating voltage of 3 kV (high resolution fractography). High-resolution low voltage (3 kV) energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis of the fracture surfaces was also performed in the Zeiss Merlin FEG-SEM, which was equipped with an Oxford Instruments windowless X-Max Extreme, silicon-drift detector, which gave an interaction volume of <50 nm in diameter.

TEM lamellar samples milled normal to the fracture surface through the oxide layer were prepared from selected samples using a Thermo Scientific Helios dual beam Xe+ PFIB using a standard lift-out procedure after protecting the region of interest with Pt [45]. The lamella were thinned to electron transparency using successively lower ion beam currents at 30 kV, with a final cleaning stage at 5 kV and 27 pA ion beam current. Scanning TEM (STEM) imaging and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) elemental mapping was performed using a Thermo Scientific Talos F200X microscope, operated at 200 keV with a probe current of 180 pA and fitted with a FEI ChemiSTEM™ system. Spectral images were acquired and quantified using Thermo Scientific Velox software with an empirically fitted background correction and post-filtering applied.

To obtain information of the micron-scale porosity in the thick plate samples, a serial sectioned 3D data set previously reported was analysed, produced with a Thermo Scientific Helios 5 fs-laser-PFIB, fitted with an ultra-fast Oxford Instruments Symmetry EBSD detector. Full details of the automated serial sectioning procedure, reconstruction and analysis methodology are described in Ref. [46].

3.0 Results

3.1 Full crack lifetime observations

The in-situ scanning-optical monitoring system employed with the 4PB tests has previously been shown to be capable of unambiguously identifying the exact initiation sites of EIC cracks to a ~1 μm resolution, by back-tracking the time-lapse image sequence using large sample area maps [42]. By performing repeated optically monitored 4PB tests, the initiation and growth of 10’s of EIC cracks have been tracked in real time using this technique [42]. Datasets showing example raw data are provided in Ref. [42] for the AA7449 and AA7085 4PB samples tested at the two different stress levels. Figure 1a shows an example set of results for AA7085 loaded to 85% $\sigma_y$ and AA7449 loaded to 75% $\sigma_y$, giving the same absolute stress of 390 MPa. Fig. 1b highlights the typical behaviour of a single dominant, primary crack, where ‘Primary cracks’ are defined as cracks that initiated in isolation from the influence of other cracks and ‘dominant cracks’ the primary crack that caused eventual failure of the sample. As described by Euesden et al. [42], smaller ‘secondary’ cracks were also created within the stress field around the tips of large, primary, cracks as they propagated but they are not included in the crack growth measurements in Fig. 1.

Small initiating cracks could be first positively identified at the sample surface using the optical monitoring system when they became greater than 5 μm in length and their growth rates became
measurable after they had grown to 10-20 μm. When loaded to a starting surface stress of 0.75συ, after introduction to the humid air environment, no visible surface changes typically took place for many hours with both alloys. Following this ‘incubation period’, the first visible surface cracks appeared. Regardless of how they initiated, all the cracks then showed the same general behaviour illustrated in Figure 1. Following an incubation period before detection, the cracks first grew at a very slow rate with an erratic velocity and were probably arresting intermittently, although this was not detectable due to the time resolution, which was limited to 1 frame every 240 minutes. It is also worth noting that surface optical monitoring cannot clearly observe the proto-crack stage of initiation, but this was subsequently revealed by post-mortem analysis of the fracture surfaces (see below). At a length of 180-3000 μm (average, 800 μm) the cracks’ growth rates then sharply accelerated (Fig. 1b), became more consistent, and entered a regime of near-linear length increase (i.e. near constant velocity) where no intermittent arrests were seen, although local regions of the crack front may still experience temporary arrest. This transition occurred when the crack length measured at the sample surface approximately equalled the grain size, which for these materials was ~600 μm in the crack growth direction (L) (Figs. 1 and 2). These two regimes are thus consistent with the classical definitions of a short crack and long-crack behaviour [47, 48] (see discussion). In all but one of the tests the first crack to initiate was found to go on to cause the final failure and were thus termed ‘dominant cracks’.

This crack lifetime growth behaviour (e.g. Fig. 1b) was consistent for all the primary cracks in both alloys under the same test conditions (See Ref. [42]), although the overall EIC performance was worse for AA7449 compared to AA7085, which had a shorter time to failure in the 4PB tests, as has already been reported [2, 9, 42]. Fig. 2 summarises the incubation times vs the crack transition length to a long crack behaviour for the 9 cracks in each test. It can be noted that the cracks formed in AA7085 and AA7449 required a very similar average incubation time of: 56.98 hours compared to 58.70 hours, respectively. The AA7085 tests however showed a lower long crack growth velocity and took, on average, longer to transition to long cracks, by 102 hours compared to 82 hours. If we define the total initiation time to be the addition of the incubation time and the time for the short crack growth stage, it is clear it is the time for transition from a proto-crack to a long crack, rather than the incubation time, that is responsible for the difference between the two alloys to achieve sustained cracking when loaded to the same stress. For example, the cracks in AA7449 transitioned to long cracks at a smaller...
average crack length of 0.38 mm, compared to 1.61 mm for AA7085, and even if the two very long outlier transition lengths for AA7085 are excluded the average time to the long crack transition was still double that of AA7449. In addition, the long cracks for AA7449 grew noticeably faster in the long crack regime at an average rate of $3.8 \times 10^{-8} \text{ms}^{-1}$ compared to $2.3 \times 10^{-8} \text{ms}^{-1}$ for AA7085, in good agreement with the larger dataset measured in [42], and for $V_\text{p}$ plateau growth rates in DCB long crack tests [40]. In addition, when the incubation times were plotted against the transition crack lengths in Fig. 2, although the data is noisy, this suggests the longer the incubation time the shorter was the short crack regime.

Figure 2. Data comparing the incubation times and long crack transition lengths from a short to long crack behaviour for 7 primary cracks in AA7449 (Blue circle data points) and AA7085 tests (orange square data points), performed at the same absolute stress level of 390 MPa. Linear trend line fitted to AA7449 data points.

3.2 Analysis of the Initiation sites

The in-situ optical-scanning monitoring technique, combined with face-matching SEM fractography and low voltage EDX oxygen mapping, was used to unambiguously identify the microstructural features that nucleated the dominant primary EIC cracks identified from the crack growth test data. Figure 3 provides an example of how the initiation sites were positively identified. These images also show that the fracture surfaces formed by EIC in humid air tests with these alloys with carefully preserved fracture samples are remarkably clean of corrosion products, with clean grain boundary facets and GBPs clearly visible [e.g. 9, 42], when compared to those subjected to more aggressive environments, such as following immersion in chloride solutions [e.g. 49]. In Fig 3 (a) – (c) little evidence of corrosion on the polished sample surfaces can also be seen in the optical images, which did not change significantly relative to the original condition during the test exposure period (<2 weeks). On the fracture surfaces (Fig. 3 d-f) the alloys’ grain boundary topography is clearly visible in the SEM-SE images, with minimal plasticity apparent, and it is evident a highly brittle intergranular fracture process has developed that started immediately from the initiation site. Fig. 4 shows a further
eight typical examples of EIC initiation sites of dominant and primary cracks in the two alloys, selected from 10’s positively identified by the same method.

Importantly, all the primary crack initiation sites consistently revealed surface-connected, or very near surface gas pore-clusters, as an initiating feature. In most cases the pores were also combined with constituent particles, present as either large individual Mg2Si particles, seen only in AA7449 (e.g. sites e)-g) in Figure 4), or polycrystalline clusters of Al7Cu2Fe, which were present in both alloys (e.g. sites b) c) e) in Figure 4), but always co-located with porosity (see also Figure 3). Large Mg2Si particles were especially prevalent at the initiation sites in AA7449 which were also associated with the gas pores. In addition, a lower fraction of initiation sites were found in each alloy (<10%) that did not involve any constituent particles, where initiation had occurred purely within a cluster of pores (e.g. Figure 4 a) & h)). However, these sites still contained large quench-induced n-phase particles [11] that grew on the interior pore surfaces and on the GBs connected to the pores, that after cracking initiated subsequently became the fracture surface. It should further be mentioned that the presence of surface-connecting gas pores at the initiation site were not necessarily immediately obvious from optical surface observation of the polished specimens, as they were often covered by a thin-perforated layer of deformed aluminium formed during metallographic sample preparation. The individual pores were also very small (typically <10 µm), often with only a small segment intersecting the surface, and were thus difficult to observe ab initio or distinguish from IMC particles by optical microscopy.

These small gas pores originate from the initial DC casting stage in the production of rolling billets and are caused by hydrogen, which is much more soluble in the molten metal, but has low solubility in solid aluminium, which is difficult to completely degas. Primary porosity consists of larger pores which form bubbles in the melt whereas secondary porosity emerges from the solid metal where it is dissolved. Primary pores can be healed during hot rolling to large plate reductions, but if not removed will tend to grow and spheroidise during high temperature solution treatment as shown by [50] secondary pores can also merge and coarsen during subsequent heat treatment to provide the
micron scale pores we see at the initiation sites.

Figure 4. Secondary Electron images showing high resolution views of a range of initiation sites unambiguously located by in-situ monitoring, for dominant/primary cracks in AA7085 (a-d) and AA7449 (e-h), in 4PB tests exposed to 50% RH at 70 °C. All present a surface breaking pore cluster and all, apart from a,) in combination with coarse constituent particles.

Identification of the point of initiation

Once the location of the initiation site was identified from the optical time lapse images, low energy windowless SEM-EDX, was applied to study the same area immediately around the initiation site on the fracture surface. The point of initiation could then be revealed more precisely from its associated elevated oxygen signal. Figs. 5 and 6 present a detailed analysis of one of the rarer initiation sites in the AA7085 alloy (Figure 4a) that occurred without any constituent particles present. More typical initiation sites, which featured co-located coarse constituent particles and pore clusters, are also investigated in Figure 8 and Fig. 9. Although initiation was more commonly observed within, or at the edge of a constituent IMC particles-clusters associated with pores, it is easier to first interpret the evidence for the typical initiation sequence without the presence of constituent particle clusters which introduce more complex fracture features.

Initiation sites without constituent Particles/Clusters

In Figure 5b, an overview low-voltage EDX spectrum oxygen map is provided of a rarer constituent particle-free pore cluster initiation site in AA7085. The low energy EDX reveals three distinct regions on the fracture surface at the initiation site: i) a very small ~5 μm diameter region of elevated-uniform oxygen signal, which is highlighted by the white box in Fig. 5b-c) and shown enlarged in Figure 6; ii) a larger roughly semi-circular area surrounding this region, exhibiting an elevated oxygen signal in a concentric ring pattern that radiates out from the initiation site to a distance of ~50 μm (marked in yellow in Fig. 5a) which contains crack arrest markings (CAMs) see Fig. 5c [5, 51, 52]; iii) further away from the initiation site, the surrounding area is covered with a more uniform thinner oxide layer without any CAMs present when observed at this magnification. In all these locations the oxide appears thicker locally over exposed η-phase grain boundary precipitates compared to the exposed aluminium matrix. However, it should be emphasised that overall the oxide layer was very thin and could only be successfully imaged with this level of detail using a low voltage windowless detector. Fig. 5f shows the relative change in O-signal from the initiation site into the CAM region.
In this example (Figure 5) the point of initiation indicated by the area of greatest and more uniform oxygen signal is located between three neighbouring gas pores that are slightly subsurface within an elongated band of pores that have formed along a grain boundary that intersects with the polished surface. Although the initiation point is slightly subsurface, the pore immediately above the oxidised ligament is connected to the surface. Locally this has created a small sub-surface metal ligament that would have been highly stressed (see white arrow in Figure 5c). This ligament also has a GB running through it, which later became part of the exposed fracture surface. At this exact location there were no large constituent IMC particles present, although there is an Al\textsubscript{7}Cu\textsubscript{2}Fe cluster touching a nearby pore from the same cluster that intersects the surface to the right of the initiation site, this did not initiate the crack. This large gas pore cluster along a grain boundary, which intersected the sample surface, has resulted in this location becoming the preferred site of initiation in this sample; i.e. it formed the feature that led to the shortest initiation time and developed into the dominant EIC crack that caused sample failure in this test. It should be noted that whilst no coarse constituent particles were involved in this example, large Mg-rich $\eta$-particles are apparent on all the pore surfaces and on the connecting grain boundaries (Fig. 6).

Figure 5. Example of an initiation site identified for the dominant crack in a 75% $\sigma_y$ loaded AA7085 4PB test sample that occurred within a pore-cluster: a) Backscatter electron image and b) a low energy EDX spectrum map for oxygen that reveals a small region of elevated oxidation at the point of initiation (white box) shown in c) Magnified region of O EDX map highlighting CAM’s and location of line profile indicating relative O- signal (f). d-e) show C and Mg EDX spectrum maps highlighting the distribution of grain boundary $\eta$-phase and their reaction with C, suggested to be MgCO$_3$.

Evidence for corrosion at the initiation site

Figure 6 provides an enlarged view of the extremely small initiation region that is only a few microns across, where a locally elevated oxygen signal was highlighted by the white box in Figure 5b. At this magnification the SE image reveals a rougher surface compared to the rest of the crack, covered by an irregular and more substantial oxide film that contains degraded $\eta$ precipitates, which is suggestive of chemical attack. Comparison of the Cu, Zn and Mg, EDX spectrum maps in Figure 6b-d) provides evidence that in this region the $\eta$-phase Mg(Zn,Al,Cu)$_2$ particles have been nearly completely leached of Mg and most of their Zn, which are their more reactive elements. As highlighted by the example indicated by the yellow-dashed ellipse in Figure 6b-e), the original elongated morphology of the exposed $\eta$ particle is only evident in this region from a residue of Cu-rich particles seen at the location it formerly occupied and there is little detectable Zn or Mg remaining locally. The white and red circles
in Figure 6e) provide examples of other locations where a former GB η-precipitate was slightly less severely chemically attacked, with some Mg and Zn still detectable at the prior precipitate site. Again, Cu nanoparticle remnants can be seen on the surface. In addition, a large η particle that has been chemically attacked can be seen at the top right of these images within the surface-connected gas pore that exhibits corrosion products and smearing of the Mg across the pore surface associated with an elevated O signal.

Further STEM-EDX evidence of the chemical attack of the η phase precipitates at the initiation site is provided in Figure 6f-k) from FIB cross-sections milled out of the fracture surface at the location indicated in Figure 6a). These images show at higher resolution that the η phase particles in this region have fully dissolved, with only Cu remaining near the original precipitate site, which now has no co-located Mg and Zn. The Mg and Zn has been completely leached out of the η particles in this region to be dispersed across the surface and incorporated into the oxide layer. The oxide layer across the Al-matrix in this incubation region was also thicker compared to the long crack region of the fracture surface (see below), with a maximum thickness of up to 38 nm and an average thickness of 26±8 nm and can be seen to be enriched with Mg and Zn (see Table 3 and Fig. S1 and S2 in SI for measurement method).

Overall, the appearance of the fracture surface in this region is thus consistent with the selective dissolution of elements from the η-phase particles and their redistribution by ionic transport; suggesting that a liquid water layer of reasonable thickness must have resided in this location for a sufficiently long time to result in these features. Evidence of water condensed within surface fissures was also observed, on the surface of some samples after 4PB testing. For example, in Fig. 7 surface staining can be seen surrounding a cracked Mg2Si particle in a AA7449 sample that had not initiated an EIC crack (probably because it was not co-located on a GB) that is indicative of liquid being expelled and leaving a residue once the sample was introduced to the vacuum of the SEM.

As highlighted in Fig. 5c and d, in the region surrounding the initiation site, some of the η phase precipitates were also consistently associated with a carbon signal from the EDX spectrum maps. Dark, nearly black, patches were also be seen obscuring some of the bright BSE contrast of the η precipitates, which were determined to have a high local C signal. This is therefore likely to be evidence of the presence of some magnesium carbonate (MgCO3) which has formed due to reaction under the conditions of lower pH involving the generation of anionic species, namely carbonate and bi-carbonate ions (CO3²⁻ & HCO3⁻, respectively), which are available to support local electrochemical reactions and corrosion processes following the dissolution of atmospheric CO2 into a water layer that formed on the fracture surface under these high humidity conditions, as discussed later. These carbonate and bicarbonate species may be necessary to support local electrochemical reactions and corrosion processes to generate the nano particle copper deposits observed in Fig. 6.
Figure 6. Higher magnification analysis by SEM-EDX and STEM-EDX of the AA7085 initiation site shown in Figure 5: a) SE image with the incubation region highlighted in yellow; b-e) low-kV EDX maps showing a magnified view of the region highlighted in black in (a). The three highlighted regions show η-phase precipitates in varying states of chemical attack. The yellow-dashed ellipse in (b)-(e) highlights a precipitate which has undergone near total dissolution, with only Cu clusters remaining. The dashed-red ellipse and white circle indicate a precipitate that is partially dissolved, with a reduction of the Mg/Zn signal and the Cu content remaining; in f) -k) STEM-EDX images are provided from a FIB lamella sample that cuts through the site of a η-phase Q-GBP depicted in (a), at the point indicated by the white arrow; f) a High Angular Dark Field Image (HADF) and g) -k) EDX maps showing total dissolution and dispersal of Mg and Zn as well as a locally thicker (~100 nm) corrosion product.

Figure 7. SE SEM image showing evidence of surface staining on a AA7449 sample following exposure to 50% RH and 70 °C suggesting some water condensation around/within the fissure formed between a Mg2Si particle and the aluminium matrix. The liquid was expelled on to the surface once the sample was introduced to vacuum in the SEM.

Table 3. Average oxide thickness measurements performed on the aluminium matrix and η phase particles in a AA7085 sample as measured by STEM-EDX. Table compares samples subjected to 4PB testing and those fractured cryogenically to
expose the grain boundaries using Charpy impact and then exposed to the same environment. The measurement method is shown in Figs. S1-S2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Feature (Location)</th>
<th>Oxide Thickness (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Std. Dev.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 6</td>
<td>4PB @ 70 °C, 75% αv, 50% Rm (~2 weeks)</td>
<td>Precipitate (incubation region)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 6</td>
<td>4PB @ 70 °C, 75% αv, 50% Rm (~2 weeks)</td>
<td>Matrix (incubation region)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 10</td>
<td>4PB @ 70 °C, 75% αv, 50% Rm (~2 weeks)</td>
<td>CAM (adjacent to incubation region)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 11</td>
<td>4PB @ 70 °C, 75% αv, 50% Rm (~2 weeks)</td>
<td>Matrix (&gt; 1mm from initiation site)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. S3</td>
<td>4PB @ 70 °C, 75% αv, 50% Rm (~2 weeks)</td>
<td>Precipitate (&gt; 1mm from initiation site)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 11</td>
<td>Charpy → 70 °C, 50% Rm (2 weeks)</td>
<td>Matrix (arbitrary location)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 11</td>
<td>Charpy → 70 °C, 50% Rm (2 weeks)</td>
<td>Precipitate (arbitrary location)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Initiation sites with collocated constituent particles and gas pores

Images from the more typical, but more complex, scenario of an initiation site where gas pores are co-located with large constituent particles are provided in Figure 8 and 9, from dominant cracks found in AA7449 and AA7085 4PB test samples, respectively. In Figure 8 both a smaller Mg$_2$Si and a large polycrystalline Al$_7$Fe$_2$Cu particle, exposed to the polished sample surface, were identified at the initiation site. The Mg$_2$Si particle exhibits an elevated oxygen signal in the EDX map (Figure 8b), suggesting it had been corroded. Interestingly, constituent Mg$_2$Si particles were frequently found to be associated with the initiation sites in AA7449, but this phase was not present in the AA7085 alloy owing to the lower Si level. The large Al$_7$Fe$_2$Cu particle at the AA7085 initiation site has fractured open in the same plane as the pore and there is also an elevated oxygen signal surrounding this particle. However, the Al$_7$Cu$_2$Fe particle itself does not appear to have been oxidised due to its more noble constituent elements.

The probable ‘point of initiation’ indicated by the red arrow in Figure 8a is where the grain boundary plane connected to the gas pore would have first been penetrated by a small fissure and it is probable this followed fracture of the IMC cluster, which would have created a sharp crack that provided a high stress concentration and promoted liquid water condensation within it. Further evidence, although more difficult to see in this example because of the more complex fracture surface, is the presence of CAM’s surrounding the oxidised initiation point, indicted by the yellow dashed arrows in Figure 8b. At this site there is no other nearby pore to create a vulnerable ligament of metal. However, the pore was relatively large and deep, is intersected by the sample surface, and has formed next to a hard IMC particle will have increased the stress concentration acting at this site.
Apart from the absence of a Mg$_2$Si particle, a similar behaviour was seen at another typical initiation site in AA7085 - as shown in Figure 9. In this example, a larger polycrystalline aggregate of Al$_7$Cu$_2$Fe is seen surrounding a cluster of embedded gas pores, which has acted as the initiation site. Using the same EDS oxygen signal method as described above, we can also identify a probable point of initiation (red arrow in Figure 8a) which again occurs at a ligament of metal that separates two sub-surface gas pores. One intriguing aspect here is that this point of initiation is below the surface and at first site does not appear to be directly associated with a surface breaking pore. However, as indicated by the black arrow in Figure 9a, there is an immediately neighbouring surface pore that is filled with some detritus, which is not Fe or Si rich and we assume came from the polishing process. The ligament of metal connecting this surface sectioned pore to the sub-surface pore that includes the point of initiation, is exceptionally thin and within a couple of microns of the surface. The local elevated oxygen signal again suggests that this ligament was broken, either upon mechanical loading or possibly through a corrosion reaction, or a combined stress-assisted corrosion mechanism, albeit with very minimal corrosive attack. It is also highly likely that such a large Al$_7$Cu$_2$Fe-pore aggregate had already cracked during rolling, or during loading the sample and this allowed access to the environment, as well as creating a large stress concentration in the ligament upon loading.

Figure 8. Example of a typical dominant crack initiation site for an AA7449-T7651 4PB test loaded to 85% $\sigma_y$ showing: a) a SE image with red arrow indicating the probable point of initiation, accompanied by EDX spectrum maps of b) O, c) Si and d) Fe. White solid arrows show regions of elevated oxygen signal, yellow dashed arrow indicates region and direction of CAMs.
3.3 Gas pore initiation features

It is revealing to examine the interior of surface connected gas pores, that acted as crack initiation sites in all cases, more closely. In Fig. 10, a further example from a rarer AA7449 constituent particle-free initiation site is provided (from Figure 4h). It can be seen that the large gas pore next to the initiation point is situated at a GB triple point and all of the intersecting GB’s exhibit cracking. The intact GB’s highlight exposed large quench-induced η-phase precipitates on the GBs intersecting the pore. The higher-resolution face-matching images also reveal that these fractured η-phase precipitates show evidence of reaction products, suggesting some localised corrosion has occurred within the pore (note the dark staining to these otherwise bright relatively high atomic-number particles). From the higher magnification face-matched insets (Fig. 10 d-e) there is also some evidence of topography in the matrix that does not correspond to impressions made by corroded, or missing particles separated from either half of the fracture surface. This therefore appears to be evidence of corrosion following local plastic deformation. There are also some tiny square-shaped pits in the aluminium matrix and in the gas pore, which could be caused by the dissolution of finer η A-GBPs. As an aside point of interest, fine regular steps which appear like ‘contour’ lines can be seen on the pores’ interior surfaces. These lines are crystallographic steps resulting from faceting of the pore surface that occurred to reduce its surface energy during the high temperature solution treatment (Fig. 10 b-c).
Figure 10. Higher magnification views of the pore cluster AA7449 initiation site, shown in Figure 4h): a) SE image showing multiple pores and a small ligament of metal believed to be the initiation site; b, c) face-matched SE and BSE images showing the area highlighted in (a); d, e) SE images of the area highlighted in (b). Black and white arrows mark areas which appear well and poorly matched, on opposing sides of the fracture surface, respectively; d, e) higher magnification views of the region highlighted in (b). White arrows show possible crystallographic pits at a very fine scale.

3.4 CAM Regions

The CAM regions identified in the low-voltage oxygen EDX maps in Figure 5, were studied in more detail by higher resolution imaging of the fracture surfaces using FIB-prepared lamellae cross-sections of the fracture surface using STEM; as shown in Figure 11. In Figure 5, Figure 8, and 9, although difficult to see in some images, regularly spaced CAMS were apparent on the fracture surface surrounding the initiation sites. These features were visible in the low voltage SEM oxygen signal EDX maps because they formed bands of thicker oxide. Closer inspection in Figure 11 shows that the bands were composed of local regions where, on average, more chemical activity occurred and a thicker (although still relatively thin <30 nm) oxide developed. For example, in the high magnification SEM images in Figure 11c it can be seen that locally there are more small pits along the CAMs, where small ageing-induced η-precipitates have fully dissolved, and there is also a local accumulation of Cu nanoparticles.
within the CAM bands compared to that present across the fracture surface between the band intervals, or further away from the initiation site.

STEM analysis of a FIB sectioned lamellar cut through a CAM in Figure 11 d) –i), confirms that almost complete dissolution of the A-GBPs has occurred along the CAM band lines, as only Cu nanoparticles can be seen in their place without any Mg or Zn present, suggesting extensive selective dissolution of the η-phase and re-precipitation of small amounts of dissolved Cu. The average spacing of the CAM’s was measured as 803± 13 nm in reasonable agreement to that seen in AA7050 under similar conditions [5, 24]. In addition, the higher resolution cross-section STEM images in Figure and 12 show a thicker oxide (~26 ± 5 nm) across the CAM line (see the summary data in Table 3). The CAM line is also enriched in Mg and Zn dispersed across the surface away from the η-phase precipitates where the oxide thickening has occurred. In comparison, between the CAM lines, and in regions away from the CAM’s (see Fig. 12) the oxide thickness was only ~5 nm and the A-GBP η particles were still intact and less attacked, showing only near-surface leaching of Mg. While it must be emphasised that this oxide layer is still very thin and the size of the reaction region and extent of surface reaction is very much smaller, compared to that seen under fully immersed conditions (e.g. [49]), the CAM’s and the point of initiation that they surround both display evidence of highly localised corrosion with ionic transport, which is indicative of a liquid water layer; i.e. this micron-scale water meniscus was thick enough to allow leaching out of Mg²⁺ and Zn²⁺ ions and disperse them away from the η GBPs as well as re-precipitation of small amounts of Cu as nanoparticles.
3.5 ‘Long Crack’ Rapid Propagation Region

Within the short crack regime, after distances of only over 50-100 µm from the initiation site, the oxide layer become thinner and more uniform on the fracture surfaces and the CAM lines faded below the limit of SEM-EDX detection (Figure 5, 8, and 9). Using a simple linear-elastic analytical approach [53] with a 50 µm half penny, crack length the stress intensity of the crack is estimated to be ~2 MPa√m [42] and with a 100 µm crack K increases to ~2.9 MPa√m, at this applied stress level, which is still considerably below the K_{IEIC} threshold of 6-7 MPa√m measured in long crack falling K DCB tests for this alloy [40].

The level of oxidation seen across the rest of the fracture surface in the long crack region was also investigated further by TEM using FIB-lamellar cross sections, extracted from a position ~1 mm from
the initiation site. These results were cross-referenced to samples similarly exposed, to 50% RH humid air at 70 °C for 2 weeks, that had been cold fractured using a Charpy test to expose the grain boundaries. When carefully compared (Fig. 12), the TEM samples from both these fracture surfaces showed a very similar, thin, uniform oxide of equivalent thickness across the aluminium solid-solution matrix regions of 5.5 ± 1.4 nm (see Table 3). On both samples the GB η-phase particles that were exposed by fracture were still largely intact but had locally thicker oxide layers that were very similar in thickness (~15 nm) and exhibited more local enrichment of Mg and some ‘spots’ of Zn in the oxide. In addition, in these samples the Mg incorporated into the oxide layer did not significantly disperse away from the location of the η particles which were only partially reacted with the environment. Overall, these results thus indicate that further away from the initiation sites, within the long, rapid crack propagation regime, the chemical activity was very localised to a thin layer on the exposed fracture surface and there was no longer any clear evidence of corrosion processes requiring a liquid water layer capable of ionic transport. Comparison to the cryogenic fracture surfaces, which were subsequently exposed for a similar time, also suggests that there was nothing ‘special’ about the occluded EIC crack tip environment for long cracks as the level of oxidation/corrosion is equivalent to that seen to a free grain boundary surface exposed to the same environment.

**Figure 12.** a) & f) STEM results from Charpy-tested AA7085 samples exposed to humidity post-fracture and long crack fracture surface following 4 point bend testing under the same environment. b-e) & g-j) STEM-EDX maps of O, Cu, Zn and Mg for the two test samples.

### 3.6 Statistical analysis of pores clusters

Following the discovery that clusters of small gas pores were the main initiation sites, an investigation was performed into the prevalence of gas pores in the hot rolled thick plates. Because of their small size, a fs-laser serial sectioning 3D dataset of the AA7085 alloy was collected and analysed. Full details of the novel technique used to generate and reconstruct this data is provided in Ref. [46]. Fig. 13 shows the distribution of gas pores at the T/4 position. A number density of $4.9 \times 10^8 \mu m^{-3}$ was found in the 0.15 mm$^3$ volume analysed with an average pore diameter of 2.9 µm. Although the total volume fraction of the pores was only 0.009%, as can be seen from Fig. 13 most of the pores were concentrated in clusters aligned by rolling, where locally they were in close proximity to each other with a spacing of the order of a pore diameter. The pores also generally appeared alongside intermetallic particles and were predominantly found on grain boundaries (see Fig. 13b).
4.0 Discussion

4.1 AA7449 and AA7085 EIC initiation performance

By exploiting time resolved in-situ sample monitoring, combined with detailed fractographic and high-resolution chemical analysis, higher fidelity information has been obtained than previously published on the early stages of EIC initiation and its transition to sustainable crack propagation, on humid air exposure of two EIC-susceptible new generation 7xxx alloys. These two alloys have been studied in parallel to see if the same processes apply generally across similar Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloys with high Zn contents. In recent work, these two materials have shown high, but different, rates of initiation in conventional humid air static load tests and long crack growth rates in DCB tests, with AA7449 initiating propagating cracks faster, which then also grew as long cracks at a slightly higher rate than in AA7085 [2, 7, 42, 54]. AA7449 also had a slightly higher threshold stress intensity, $K_{\text{EIC}}$, than AA7085 [43]. Here, both alloys have been found to exhibit similar types of initiation site and the same general initiation behaviour and stages of transition to sustained crack propagation. Although the incubation times required to develop a proto-cracks in AA7449 and AA7085 were similar, AA7449 was found to exhibit a significantly faster transition from a short to long crack behaviour compared to AA7085, when tested under the same humid air conditions (50% RH) and again had higher long crack growth rates in the 4PB tests.

There are two major aspects which explain this different EIC performance. Firstly, there are more constituent particle clusters in AA7449, which also contains larger Al$_7$Cu$_2$Fe particles, and secondly AA7449 contains a low density of more reactive Mg$_2$Si particles. In comparison, AA7085 contains less Fe and a higher ratio of Zn to Mg and thus fewer and smaller constituent particles, which are comprised almost exclusively of Al$_7$Cu$_2$Fe [2,9,11]. The presence of more constituent particles may also mean more gas pores as they are associated with the constituent particles. However, AA7449 was produced as a thinner (95 mm) plate and has been subjected to a greater rolling reduction. Further work is still needed to examine the comparative pore distributions in this alloy using the same 3D serial sectioning technique. Nevertheless, AA7449 contains Mg$_2$Si which was found at a majority of its initiation sites. This phase is particularly reactive with water vapour due to its high Mg content [18, 19, 20, 21] and there is clear evidence of corrosion and oxidation of the Mg$_2$Si particles at the initiation sites (e.g. Figure 8). The greater reactivity of Mg$_2$Si will therefore help promote more rapid and greater hydrogen generation, which could in principle accelerate incubation by more effectively infusing the nearby grain boundaries and encouraging the first cracking event near the initiating features.
Overall, there will therefore be greater number and more reactive potential initiation sites per unit area in AA7449 than in AA7085. This could partly explain why there was, on average, a more rapid transition to long crack growth behaviour in AA7449 compared to in AA7085, despite the two alloys having similar incubation times (discussed further below). For example, a greater population of microstructural features offering suitable initiation sites will make the probability of finding an ideal initiation and short crack location more likely in AA7449.

The specific microstructure (e.g. intersecting grain boundaries) surrounding the initiation site is also important for the development of proto-cracks. Due to the larger rolling reduction, AA7449 exhibited a slightly greater grain aspect ratio than the AA7085 5:1 vs. 4.5:1 (L/ST), such that once a crack starts propagating in AA7449 there are slightly fewer potential obstacles like grain intersections per unit area, to impede initial crack growth [23]. More importantly, the different bulk alloy compositions and response to quenching means the two alloys have a large difference in their distributions and compositions of $\eta$ GBPs. GB $\eta$ precipitates are particularly important in sustaining cracking as their high Mg content provides a highly reactive proportion of the fracture surfaces for continued H generation. It has also recently been shown by DFT studies that the $\eta$ - matrix interface is more susceptible to decohesion from H segregation than the Al-GBs themselves [55]. For these plate products, due to its higher quench sensitivity and higher equilibrium $\eta$ volume fraction, AA7449 has a much higher overall area fraction of GBPs compared to AA7085 (52% vs 18% measured by applying the method outlined in Ref. [11]), although the Q-GBP’s in AA7449 are slightly richer in Zn and Cu than in AA7085 [11]. AA7449 also displays a greater area fraction of smaller A-GBPs, but these age-induced more reactive precipitates have a similar composition in both alloys, due to their similar precipitation temperatures determined by their respective ageing treatments [56]. Overall, therefore, due to the higher area fraction of GBP’s we expect a greater chemical reactivity of the GBs of AA7449, which will be more effective at providing a continuous source of hydrogen, and in addition the higher area coverage of GBP’s will also reduce the mechanical strength of the boundaries and encourage hydrogen enhanced decohesion of a greater proportion the GB plane which is covered by matrix-precipitate interfaces.

**Microstructural origin of initiating features**

Initiation was found to occur exclusively within surface breaking, or very near surface, pore clusters which were usually associated with constituent particle aggregates. A low, 0.009%, volume fraction of very small gas pores (average diameter of 2.87 $\mu$m) was measured in the AA7085 thick plate using a novel femtosecond laser 3D serial sectioning technique (Fig. 13). The majority of these pores were found in clusters co-located with constituent particle aggregates (Figs. 4, 8 and 9). The pore clusters that led to primary and dominant cracks were all found to be located on grain boundaries. The co-location of constituent particles and gas pores with grain boundaries is to be expected in DC cast hot-rolled thick plates, as during solidification the hydrogen dissolved in the liquid concentrates in the last liquid to solidify in the inter-dendritic channels, which itself is enriched in solute [57]. H$_2$ remains supersaturated in these regions, which are subjected to a pressure gradient due to liquid feeding, and gas bubbles nucleate in the inter-dendritic liquid on re-entrant surfaces generated by first constituent particles to form, which are typically Fe rich phases like Al$_2$Cu$_3$Fe that will also trap them to become frozen within the dendrite and grain boundaries [50]. The pores that survive closure during rolling therefore tend to be found on HAGBs with constituent particle clusters unless substantial recrystallization has occurred, which was not the case for these materials [11, 40]. Commercial aerospace thick plates are subjected to hot rolling reductions of only 50-75% and this level of plane strain compression aligns the pores and constituent particles in the rolling plane, but is clearly not sufficient to fully heal all the gas pores. Compressed gas pores will contain a high pressure, and the H$_2$
must be removed by diffusion, typically along dislocation pipes to external surfaces during hot rolling, which is more difficult in thick plates. Thus, although the pores become compressed and partially healed during hot rolling [58, 59] they will re-grow and spheroidise during subsequent solution treatment [50]. High resolution XCT analysis by Toda et al. show that the porosity is not generally fully eliminated by rolling and that the resulting size range of the pores after solution treatment is in the few micron regime, in agreement with our observations [59, 60]. H₂ gas trapped within these pores is not expected to have any impact on the EIC process which relies on chemical charging by dissociated H⁺ ions and any H₂ gas will be released in any event when the pores are sectioned to allow the environment to enter. Rolling may further be responsible for creating damage in constituent particle clusters which is again not necessarily fully healed by intrusion of the matrix at these moderate rolling reductions (e.g. Figs. 8, 9), which will create prior micro-fissures that can be exposed on sample preparation and after initial loading [61].

The prior surface condition of the samples is also very important in any corrosion/exposure test. Here, the 4PB tests were performed on carefully polished samples The sample preparation route employed used a water-free colloidal silica finish to produce a chemically un-etched surface that reduced the near-surface deformed layer to an absolute minimum (<100 nm). As such, it is recognised that the initiation sites seen in these tests may be different in manufactured components, where local sites of deep surface damage from machining may dominate over, or coincide, with heterogeneities such as the gas pores already present on the material. Materials produced for service applications would display a variety of different surface finishes, some cut edges and drilled holes can expose bare metal but this would both be covered in a near surface deformed layer. A near surface deformed layer can be beneficial and provide a barrier to the underlying susceptible microstructure or it can be highly active and susceptible to corrosion potentially promoting EIC initiation [62, 63, 64, 65]. Most surfaces are subjected to a whole series of procedures so that they can be effectively painted, whilst much machining ‘damage’ may be removed often a thick anodised layer will be introduced. However even this protection cannot eliminate the initiation and growth of EIC [66]. Here, the pores themselves were often seen to be partially covered by a thin aluminium layer that was smeared over the surface during sample polishing, forming a partially enclosed environment. In only a very few cases was any evidence of contamination from the final polishing stages seen, which suggests that air bubbles trapped in these locations and the ‘smeared cover’ prevented them filling with liquid during polishing. The size of the pores and pore clusters in these materials, 2-10 µm, would mean that a rather substantial nanocrystalline near surface deformed layer would be necessary conceal them e.g. [67] although other influences such as the residual stresses at the surface which penetrate much deeper could also affect the initiation.

**Stage 1: Incubation**

During incubation changes take place in the sample following the loading of the specimens and exposure to the elevated temperature (70 °C) and humidity. In the experiments, the samples were first loaded, then heated, and then exposed to humidity. Modelling has shown that very high stresses are expected in ligaments separating a subsurface pore and a surface, which can easily exceed the yield stress when the ligament is less than one pore diameter thick [68, 69, 70]. X-ray CT studies have also shown that large constituent particles, close to, or at the surface can crack or de-bond during loading without any action from the environment [71] (as can be seen in Fig. 7) although this can be enhanced with H-charging [54, 72]. On loading, the aluminium ligaments separating the pores, or separating pores from constituent particle aggregates, will become the focus of very high stress concentrations. The high levels of stress in the pore ligaments experienced during loading could easily lead to the ligaments breaking with an intergranular ductile-mechanism, possibly over a short duration associated with creep, which will be accelerated by heating to the test temperature, and this can also
encourage damage to the constituent particles by load shedding to these harder and stiffer phases. Creep deformation taking place will also be localised to the grain boundaries, probably within precipitate free zones [73]. In addition, any pre-existing damage to the constituent particles will open up and pre-existing sharp cracks may extend during loading.

In the subsequent introduction of the humidity a combination of such precursor damage features with continued creep and the presence of a reactive environment can thus readily lead to the conditions required for a proto-crack to develop. At the same time, it seems that the presence of a small fissure is a prerequisite for water condensation as there is no evidence suggesting the pores themselves filled with water. The sharp radius and the tight nature of these features will create preferential sites for water condensation [27, 74]. However, the process to condense liquid water from the vapour phase exterior environment is time-dependent and can take several hours at 50% RH [75, 76]. While, with sufficient humidity, on a flat surface islands of water form quickly to build up a continuous thin ~2 nm water of a few molecules thick it is known that more time is needed to create the more substantial volumes needed to fill surface penetrating fissures [4, 77, 78]. Within these fissures, liquid water, albeit at the microscale, can support increasingly aggressive corrosion reactions especially as the liquid incorporates ion species such as carbonate and bicarbonate ions originating from CO₂ in the atmosphere, and reacting with magnesium to form carbonate phases [79]. The presence of reactive constituent particles like Mg₂Si in AA7449, and the exposed Mg-rich chemically active η-phase particles, that precipitated on the pores and grain boundary surfaces during quenching (Fig. 8-10), provide the most preferential type of initiation site. Our observations (e.g. Fig. 4) further reveal the initiation sites of primary cracks were primarily of this type. This is probably due to the fact that these phases can greatly increase the rate and volume of generated H and may also assist in H entry as they do not form a barrier layer to hydrogen ingress as effective as Al₂O₃ over the Al matrix [80]. The incubation time for proto-crack formation may also be controlled partially by the rate pure water condenses from distilled water vapour, which first results in a relatively benign environment such that reactions with the metal are initially quite slow, but also by the time the confined environment of a fissure takes to create a more aggressive local environment to promote pre-cursor formation through incorporation of reactant ions. The evidence of carbon decoration on the η phase precipitates suggests that this is likely supplied by dissolution of CO₂ into the water forming carbonate and bi-carbonate ions (CO₃²⁻ & HCO₃⁻ respectively). This evidence can be combined with our observation of Cu nanoparticles which are produced through the reaction of Cu in carbonate and bicarbonate solutions leading to the creation of soluble Cu during Cu oxidation reactions [81]. It should, however, be noted that in contrast to SCC in immersed environments where extensive surface corrosion can take place the initiation sites seen in these alloys exposed in humid air were very small (<10 μm) and only lightly corroded across the fracture surface the surface oxide layer was much thinner < 20 nm thick over the Al matrix.

Interestingly, from the data presented in Fig. 2, no significant difference was seen between the incubation times for AA7449 and AA7085 (58.70 and 56.98 hours respectively), despite the higher densities of constituent particles and the inclusion of more reactive Mg₂Si particles in AA7449. This could suggest that incubation occurred at a similar rate for both alloys because it is dominated by a material-independent process (at least between alloys with similar chemistry). This could be related to the time necessary to condense sufficient water in surface fissures and develop the liquid chemistry required to support the corrosion reactions to hydrogen charge the stress concentrated regions and start the initiation process. However, further work is needed to investigate the role of time dependent condensation from other influences on the incubation time, such as creep damage, to test this hypothesis.
**Stage 2: Pre-cursor: creation of a feature and transition to a GB to enable H-EIC**

In some cases the pre-cursor stage is often significant as it describes a corrosion process (e.g. pitting) which maybe be a necessary pre-cursor to cracking [82]. However, these experiments showed only a minute level of localised corrosion damage, which was largely via dissolution of the surface exposed \( \eta \) phase precipitates, and also \( \text{Mg}_2\text{Si} \) in AA7449, which occurred before the proto-crack stage of EIC commenced. In these experiments the corrosion observed may assist penetration along a grain boundary, but the high local stress is clearly very important for mechanical separation of the grain boundary and this first penetration by an embryo crack along a grain boundary is most probably a stress-assisted corrosion process creating a high local stress intensity factor \( K \).

At the initiation regions for cracking along the grain boundaries, which occurred at several orders of magnitude lower growth rates (Fig. 1b) the presence of condensed water was confirmed through the evidence of complete dissolution of the GB \( \eta \)-phase particles, although these regions were extremely small in extent reaching only 5-10 \( \mu \)m in radius. It is currently difficult to say whether this process took place through initial fracture of the grain boundary and subsequent corrosion, or this penetration was made through a coupled-damage and corrosion process, either way it’s appearance was distinct from the subsequent brittle intergranular cracking. Corrosion forming pre-cursor features will produce hydrogen that will be absorbed locally and concentrate preferentially on the locally stressed GBs adjacent to the incubation site. Whether there is sufficient hydrogen charging to cause decohesion at this early stage is hard to determine, but the appearance of local plasticity on the fracture surfaces on the minute lightly corroded region before CAM’s started to appear, suggests mechanical damage by creep-rupture combined with corrosion is first required to expose fresh grain boundary surface.

**Stage 3. Proto-cracks**

Proto-cracks form when the required ingredients to initiate an intergranular (IG) hydrogen-induced crack have been created and focussed at a specific location. Precursors are required to create the conditions for brittle IG cracks to first form; i.e. a sharp feature with a high stress concentration along a GB pathway infused with hydrogen. When the metastable hydrogen concentration locally exceeds a critical threshold for cracking [22] (i.e. the requirements are met), the process changes from a sharp feature to a hydrogen EIC crack which, given the extremely brittle appearance of the GB fracture surfaces, most probably occurs by a HEDE mechanism, as has been also suggested by other authors to be the dominant mechanism in similar Al-alloys [5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14]. It should be noted that recent DFT simulations have demonstrated that HEDE can probably occur more readily by fracture of the interface between \( \eta \) phase precipitates with the Al matrix than by the grain boundaries themselves [55], but the GBs also rapidly lose their cohesive strength with increasing local hydrogen concentrations. There also appears to be no limit to the concentration of hydrogen that can segregate to a GB, or the \( \eta \) interface, which with sufficient hydrogen present can drastically reduce the cohesive strength [25]. It is therefore noteworthy that the area fraction of GB \( \eta \) precipitates in these alloys (in the T7651 temper) is extremely high and has been measured to be ~ 18% and 52% for AA7085 and AA7449 respectively.

CAM’s were observed in both alloys extending up to ~50 \( \mu \)m from the initiation site and we suggest they define the extent of the proto-crack stage, which is the first stage of EIC and characterised by a slow moving crack that is intermittently arresting. The CAM’s observed showed evidence of a locally thicker oxide up to a maximum of ~38 nm thick (with an average of 26 nm) (see Fig. 10). These bands of thicker-oxide also contained a distribution of Cu-nanoparticles ~10 nm in size, as well as a higher density of nano-pits formed by dissolution of the small \( \eta \) A-GBPs and possibly local attack of the matrix itself along the CAM lines. Greater Mg, and also Zn, were incorporated into the oxide along the CAM lines, dispersed from their original source in the \( \eta \) precipitates. It thus seems that the crack tip is still
sufficiently wet in this region to cause more aggressive chemical reaction and disperse the Mg and Zn, as well as precipitate Cu-nanoparticles, but the conditions for ionic transport were marginal as the oxide thickness was still influenced locally by the proximity to reacted η particles. In addition, the lack of an obvious ‘trench’ along the CAM bands and the fact that the CAM’s appear more like miniature beach marks rather than a topographical feature formed by a ductile PFZ, suggests no significant corrosive attack of the Al matrix took place or ductile blunting of the crack tip following a burst of rapid brittle fracture. Overall, this behaviour is thus consistent with the presence of a very small and thin water meniscus and the crack advancing in small steps of brittle H-decohesion, followed by a static phase where more corrosion was required to re-charge the crack tip hydrogen concentration above a critical threshold level.

It is also evident that to develop a viable initiation site the microstructural features developed in the incubation and precursor stages must connect effectively to a grain boundary. This requirement explains why there can be so many surface-connected constituent particles, pores, or fissures, and yet so few EIC cracks. For example, if the connected grain boundary is unfavourably oriented (with respect to the applied stress) or is tortuous, or disrupted in some way, proto-cracks either cannot form or can propagate only a short distance before arresting.

**Stage 4: Short crack regime**

Beyond the ~50 µm regions of CAMs surrounding the initiation site there is still a notable period of slow crack growth in the measured data in Figure 1, where the cracks are ‘short’ relative to the grain size, but CAM’s are no longer observed on the fracture surfaces; i.e. from between ~50 µm up to the transition crack length. We have defined this stage as occurring from after the proto-cracks form until they accelerate to make the transition to a ‘long crack’ behaviour, where the crack growth rate becomes more consistent and of higher velocity.

It was noted in Fig. 2 that there was a large variability in the crack lengths when they made their transition to more rapidly growing ‘long’ cracks. The erratic velocity, and intermittent arresting of the cracks as well as the wide range of crack lengths observed before their transition to long cracks, is due to the local microstructure surrounding the different initiation sites. Some proto-cracks will find themselves on a geometrically favourable crack path following nucleation; i.e. a single uninterrupted planar high grain boundary oriented perpendicular to the applied stress. In other cases, grain intersections, changes of direction, intervening IMC particle clusters, unfavourable local chemistry or a lower rate of hydrogen concentration etc., can act as obstacles causing the cracks to slow down and temporarily arrest. Events such as crack blunting, change of direction and crack branching can all have this effect. In these alloys the transition from short cracks to long cracks occurred within the range of 180-3300 µm and averaging around 800 µm corresponding closely to ~1 grain length in the L direction in these materials (~600 µm). Whilst no discernible difference was seen between the two alloys regarding their incubation time a significant difference was seen in the transition crack length, which was 0.38 mm for AA7449 and 1.61 mm for AA7085, despite the two materials having similar grain sizes. In both cases there was over an order of magnitude spread in the transition crack lengths. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that six out of nine cracks in AA7449 transitioned at < 300 µm, but for AA7085 five out of seven cracks transitioned at the greater length of > 500 µm, making this aspect of their different behaviour pronounced. From our analytical calculations a length of 420 µm, assuming a semi-elliptical crack with c/a ratio of 1.5 corresponds to a K of 6 MPa√m. This corresponds quite closely to the threshold K_{IEIC} for these alloys determined from long crack growth studies in DCB experiments [40]. But, for example, AA7085 has some cracks transitioning to a long crack behaviour at 300 µm where the K can be estimated to be ~ 5 MPa√m and others at a length of 3.29 mm where K would be estimated to be ~15 MPa√m. This large variation can only be explained by the role of the local
microstructure, which is controlling the local path and shape of the crack and therefore the effective local K and the resistance offered by the material. The difference between the two alloys also suggests that the boundaries in AA7449 are intrinsically less resistant to sustained crack propagation than in AA7085, probably because of the higher area fraction of GB η precipitates in this alloy.

The fracture surface in the transition region, 200-500 µm away from the proto-crack (CAM) region, shows a relatively thin (~5 nm) oxide of uniform thickness across the Al matrix and a thicker (~15 nm) oxide on the η-phase GBPs. The oxide covering the η-phase particles incorporates Mg and Zn, but these elements remain localised to the GBPs and were not dispersed away from the GBPs. While the Mg appeared uniform the Zn seemed to show some clustering from the STEM-EDX observations. These oxide features were the same as observed on the fracture surfaces of the long cracks. Overall, this suggests a very limited presence of liquid water in cracks that are starting to propagate at a much higher rate in the long crack regime (i.e. there is an extremely localised nm-scale crack tip meniscus).

The fact that the oxidation of the fracture surface away from the CAM’s shows the same degree of oxidation observed from exposing an intergranular fracture surface (without a crack tip environment) to the same high humidity higher temperature environment (see Table 3), implies that once the crack grows beyond a certain length and the rate accelerates to a level that is not seen in lower Zn containing alloys like AA7050 (i.e. 10x higher) there is no evidence of corrosion that requires liquid water taking place at the crack tip. It is interesting to note that there is some evidence that for high Zn-content alloys cracking can even occur in inert environments [4] but the requirements for initiation and propagation in this case are not clear.

**Transition to Long cracks**

The transition to a ‘long crack’ behaviour essentially takes place when a crack (in 3D) reaches sufficient size to overcome local microstructural obstacles that in the short crack regime can severely impede more consistent and faster crack growth [30]. Although microstructural crack obstacles will still exist, when the crack size is sufficient, such that it is only locally affected at positions on the crack front, this will create a drag on the average growth velocity but have an overall smaller influence on the intermittent crack growth rate. This occurs when the effective K is sufficiently high and the supply and concentration of H across the crack front sufficiently reliable for the propagation not to be dominated by individual microstructural obstacles. In general, for the elliptical, or half-penny, shaped cracks in the 4PB test when it grows bigger the crack front also gets longer. As well as reducing the relative importance of individual obstacles, a larger crack will have more options to find an alternative path through the microstructure, which are not available to a smaller crack with lower driving force. On average the K value this is occurs at is the $K_{IE}$ as measured from DCB test and the K required for a ‘macroscale’ crack to avoid arrest [40, 83]. However, given K is dependent on crack geometry, this implies the more rapid transition in crack growth rate with crack length seen in AA7449 is probably associated with a greater supply of hydrogen from the larger area of freshly exposed η precipitates on the GB plane in this alloy and the fact that these interfaces may be more susceptible to embrittlement. In addition, the reaction of the Mg$_2$Si at the initiation sites can effectively infuse the local microstructure with hydrogen to accelerate this transition.

**Summary of the initiation process**

Finally, Fig. 14 provides a summary of the sequence of initiation to long crack growth in new-gen high-Zn 7xxx alloys exposed to humid air observed in this work. A crucial role is played by gas pores in clusters, co-located with constituent particles, which are the preferred sites for initiation under these conditions. These sites create highly stressed intervening metal ligaments susceptible to rupture (Fig. 14a). The first penetration along a grain boundary creates a sharp feature, which is not yet a propagating EIC crack and is defined as a crack pre-cursor. This sharp feature will have a sufficiently
high stress concentration at its tip, exists on a grain boundary and becomes filled with water condensed from the environment with sufficient time. This, with continued mechanical damage, creates a site of focussed chemical activity generating hydrogen which diffuses into the microstructure (Fig. 14b). With this condition established, hydrogen EIC cracking commences as proto-cracks when the local H concentration becomes sufficient for the boundary to decohere and separate under the locally high stresses (Fig. 14c). A steady state is then ultimately achieved whereby the hydrogen needed to embrittle the grain boundary ahead of the crack is generated at the crack tip at a sufficient rate, as new GB surface is exposed, combined with sufficient stress to cause grain boundary decohesion. As the crack grows and the stress intensity increases, and the local microstructure influence reduces, it starts to accelerate and after a period the cracks appear to grow at a high enough rate for there to be no longer any evidence for corrosion requiring a thick water layer taking place at the crack tip e.g. dissolution or precipitation. Instead, oxidation of the matrix and η-phase particles by a thin surface water layer generates sufficient hydrogen concentration on the GB ahead of the crack, such that in combination with the greater driving force from the sharper and longer crack it enters sustained long crack growth (Fig. 14d).

Figure 14. Schematic summary of the initiation process seen in new-gen high Zn alloys when exposed to humid air environments; a) surface breaking pore and metal ligament between sub-surface pore situated on a GB. Pore interior and GB are plated with η-phase. Ligament is highly stressed under load b) GB connected to metal ligament between pores is penetrated and the sharp fissure condenses water leading to corrosion in this region, hydrogen is evolved and suffuses surrounding metal c) EIC cracking of GB starts with a wet crack tip and crack sharpens focussing K and hydrogen at crack tip d) Cracking extends now without a wet tip, a sharp crack and oxidation of metal are finely focussed at crack tip leading to high local K and hydrogen. A combination of the metal and M-phase oxidation provide sufficient hydrogen for cracking under these high K conditions.

Conclusions

The EIC initiation and transition to long crack growth behaviour of two new generation high Zn 7xxx series alloys AA7085-T7651 and AA7449-T7651 have been compared in thick hot rolled plates, when exposed to warm humid air. Both alloys showed consistent results with a highly brittle EIC behaviour with very limited surface corrosion. Multiple initiation sites have been accurately identified and investigated in forensic detail. Precise detection of the initiation sites through the application of an in-
situ optical monitoring system gave confidence in identification of the correct sites for subsequent investigation, which were analysed using advanced electron microscopy techniques; including STEM-EDX, fs-laser-Xe plasma FIB sectioning and high resolution low energy SEM-EDX. From this we conclude that:

- Surface connected gas pores, within pore clusters, combined with constituent particles and a reactive Mg-rich phase, connected to a stressed grain boundary, determine the preferred initiation site feature in both alloys.
- The precursor sites are nanoscale corrosion features that are exceptionally localised, less than 10 µm in area, with only a depth of <50 nm at the exposed surface and are created by metal ligaments separating neighbouring pores and/or constituent particles that become a focal point for initial rupture. This creates a fissure which condenses water and results in highly localised corrosion along a grain boundary generating H which is concentrated at the stress concentration.
- The incubation period is probably controlled by the time for condensation of sufficient water in such a feature and to establish a suitable precursor reaction centre, where mechanical damage by highly localised creep-rupture, combined with corrosion, is required to expose fresh surface and develop a high enough rate of local H-charging. Here, the incorporation of carbonate/bicarbonate ions may also be important for the reactions observed, originating from CO₂ in the atmosphere.
- Following H charging, by corrosion at precursor features, of a highly stressed, connected, grain boundary the conditions are established where an EIC proto-crack can first propagate by a hydrogen-enhanced decohesion mechanism.
- Proto-crack growth of short cracks is first slow and intermittent leading to a small region (<50 µm) surrounding the initiation sites leading to the formation of CAM’s, but again only light surface corrosion was observed. Overall, this suggested the presence of a very small water meniscus and that, at this stage, the crack advances in small steps of brittle hydrogen enhanced decohesion followed by a static period where more corrosion was required to re-charge the crack-tip bringing the hydrogen concentration above a critical threshold level.
- Microstructurally short cracks then continued to propagate slowly and erratically, being very sensitive to microstructural obstacles, but without CAM markings and the fracture surfaces no longer displayed the characteristics of a wet crack tip. The transition to a ‘long crack’ occurred once the estimated K reached a similar value to $K_{\text{IEIC}}$ (6-7 MPa√m) measured in long crack DCB tests and lead to a high, less erratic, crack growth velocity, which is ~ ten times faster than that seen in lower Zn alloy like AA7050 in a similar T7 temper condition.
- The ‘long crack’ behaviour was defined as the point when the cracks transitioned to a more consistent maximum velocity and the short to long transition was observed to take place at a wide range, 180 to 3000 µm, of crack lengths.
- Cracking in the short and long crack regime showed minimal surface reaction, with only a very thin layer of surface oxidation, suggesting at these high crack growth rates there is insufficient water for electrochemical corrosion i.e. no dissolution, precipitation or micron-scale transport of ions, meaning that little total hydrogen was necessary for cracking, but sufficient hydrogen must still be both generated and become concentrated locally at the crack tip.
- The results further show that the proto-crack and short crack stages are critical for overall performance and time to failure for these alloys and could account for the different initiation times seen between AA7449 and AA7085, as well as the fact that despite the presence of an abundance of potential initiation sites in both materials only a few were able to effectively transition from proto-crack sites to form sustainable long cracks.
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Supplementary information
Figure S1. STEM-EDX spectrum maps of O and Cu showing the measurement of the oxide film thickness at a CAM line location.

Figure S2. STEM-EDX spectrum maps of O and Cu showing the measurement of the oxide film thickness at an η phase precipitate >1 mm from the initiation site.